
 
 

 
We are looking for a 

// Lead Developer / Architect (m/f/d) 
to strengthen our team in Timisoara. Shape the digital future with us! 

Responsibilities: 
• You will actively take over the technical leadership of one of our agile and interdisciplinary standard development teams  
• Together with your team you will make our software products modular, ready for SaaS and database independent  
• You are in close contact with the product owner and derive features and enablers. Together with your team, you will estimate 

efforts, plan and implement the requirements in two weekly sprints  
• You act as an expert, coordinate and guide software decisions. You coach and support other junior and middle software 

developers 
• You keep yourself up-to-date and you are familiar with new technologies and architecture patterns 
• You will directly identify technical dependencies and coordinate them in direct exchange with other Lead Developers / Architects 

in a community of practice (CoP)  

Requirements: 
• You have a degree in software development or comparable, in practice acquired knowledge 
• Several years of deep technical expertise in object-oriented programming languages as well in modern and service-oriented 

architectures 
• Ideal practical experience in the modularization of monolithic applications and in the area application security 
• You are a reliable team player with very good communication skills and experience in leading an agile Scrum-Teams 
• Service and customer orientation, analytical competence and networking thinking as well as a high degree of commitment 
• You are technology-driven and enthusiastic about topics such as modularization and the API-first approach 

 
FNT Technology and Methodology Environment and Benefits: 
JAVA EE / Java Framework // Docker, Kotlin, Quarkus and Kubernetes // Angular // Databases (such as Oracle and PostgreSQL) //  
Atlassian JIRA // architecture patterns // Windows platform // Agile working methods using Scrum in the SAFe (Scaled Agile Framework) 

       
 

Great Company 
Culture 

Social Benefits Training   Work Life  
Balance 

Mobile Work Team Events Benefits Package 

Take your next career step with us and apply via e-mail now, stating your salary requirements and possible start date. If you have any 
questions, please contact Barbara Meierhöfer, Human Resources, career@fntsoftware.com, + 49 (0) 7961 9039-0 

 

FNT GmbH // IT-Campus 2-4 // 73479 Ellwangen 
Phone + 49 7961 9039-0 // career@fntsoftware.com // www.fntsoftware.com/karriere 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
// We develop software with passion!  

With our software, banks can execute transactions faster, airports can provide new digital services for their passengers, car 
manufacturers can produce more effectively, or telecommunications companies can roll out the new 5G technology 
smoothly. We offer individual development opportunities and exciting tasks in an international environment. 
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